Spring 2021
Women’s and Gender Studies Department
Course Offerings

WOMENST 100 Introduction to Women’s and Gender Studies (GE)

#2311 Section 1
• Ashley Barnes-Gilbert
• M/W 9:30-10:45am
• Hyer 213
• Hybrid

#2312 Section 2
• Ashley Barnes-Gilbert
• T/Th 9:30-10:45am
• Hyer 215
• Hybrid

#2313 Section 3
• Ashley Barnes-Gilbert
• T/Th 11am-12:15pm
• Hyer 215
• Hybrid

WOMENST/BIOLOGY 180 Sex, Gender and Health (GN)

#2504/3407 Section 1
• Jessica Walz
• M/W 11am-12:15pm
• Remote

#2505/3408 Section 2
• Jessica Walz
• M/W 12:30-1:45pm
• Remote
#3583 WOMENST/#3198 EDFOUND/#3586 RACEETH 241 Youth Culture Formation: Race, Gender and Sexuality (GE)

- Kathleen Elliott
- Class meeting schedule TBA
- Remote

#3091 WOMENST/#2605 ENGLISH/#3641 FILM 266 Gender and Film (GE)

- Donald Jellerson
- T/Th 11-12:15pm
- Hyland 2203
- Face to Face

#3416 WOMENST 325 Queer Popular Culture

- Stephanie Selvick
- T/Th 12:30-1:45pm
- Remote

#2559 WOMENST/#2263 HISTRY 341 African Women’s History from 1800-1970s (GH)

- Adam Paddock
- M/W 2-3:15pm
- Hyland 1312
- Hybrid

#2560 WOMENST/#1676 MUSC 345 Women in Music (GA)

- Eric Bauer
- Web Based

#3768 WOMENST 370 Women: Race and Ethnicity (DV) (GE)

- Ashley Barnes-Gilbert
- M/W 11-12:15pm
- Hyer 215
- Hybrid
#3083 WOMENST /#3644 FILM 374 Queer Cinema (GE)

- Donald Jellerson
- M/W 3:30-4:45pm
- Hyland 2203
- Face to Face

#2549 WOMENST 410 Diversity Leadership Certificate Seminar

- Stephanie Selvick
- M/W 4-4:50pm
- Remote

Approved Courses in Women’s & Gender Studies

COMM 326 Communication and Gender

#1962 Section 1
- Anne Mancl
- T/Th 11-12:15pm
- Remote

#1963 Section 2
- Susan Wildermuth
- M/W 2:00-3:15pm
- Remote

#2257 HISTRY 364 Modern European Women’s History

- James Coons
- Web Based
- 8W2 Session (3/15-5/7/2020)

#2321 PHILSPHY 351 Sexual Ethics (GH)

- Meredith McFadden
- M/W 3:30-4:45pm
- Hyer 217
- Hybrid
#1837 PSYCH 202 Psychology of Women (GS)
- Kimberly Knesting
- Web Based

#1835 SOCIOLOGY 345 Sociology of Gender (GE)
- Krista McQueeney
- M/W 9:30-10:45am
- Remote

#2996 SOCIOLOGY 379 Women and Crime
- Melissa Deller
- M/W 12:30-1:45pm
- Hyer 215
- Hybrid